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The Ferrari 250 series,
built from the 1950s 
and early 1960s.

4 Officine Panerai historical links with the sea led to the creation of

the Panerai Classic Yachts Challenge covered in the last issue of

QP. Now their role as 'engineer' of the official Ferrari watch has

given the Italian brand good reason to take to the track 

as backer of the Shell Ferrari Historic Challenge race series.

Simon de Burton went to Mugello to see some of the world's

most valuable 'Prancing Horse' cars being driven just as Enzo

intended them to be - hard and fast.

Scraping a living by writing about luxury

watches isn't all bad: you get to see and handle

beautiful objects, travel to some interesting

places, meet some remarkable people and

occasionally enjoy a glimpse into the world of

the super-rich. But if you're a fan of classic cars,

David Franklin's part-time occupation must be

as close to Nirvana as it's possible to get: he

races other people's Ferraris and gets paid for it.

By the time this edition of QP goes to press,

Franklin will just have celebrated his 62nd

birthday – that makes him positively ancient 

by modern F1 standards, but just about perfect

as a racer of valuable historic cars which 

are controlled by the driver and not by a

microprocessor. These machines might be

beautiful, but they can be brutal, and they

perform at their best in the hands of a calm 

and experienced pilot, one who cut his teeth

long before the invention of anti-lock brakes,

power steering and traction control.

Franklin is a true 'gentleman’ racer. A champion

driver and stalwart of the British Racing

Driver's Club (BRDC), he started in motor sport

in the spring of 1965 with a Hillman Imp,

competing in many short circuit races, hill

climbs, sprints, driving tests, production car

trials and rallies before moving to Formula

Three single seaters and on to a CAN-AM

McLaren M6. During the past 20 years his

reputation has led to him being entrusted to

drive some of the world's greatest historic

competition cars, including Lola T70s, Shelby

Mustangs and Cobras and, most notably of all,

rare Ferraris such as the Testa Rossa, 750

Monza, Competition Daytona and P2.



Further information: www.panerai.com

Ferrari itself has long since recognised the importance of its historic cars and,

for several years now, has provided backing to owners which not only

involves supplying parts but, maintaining, repairing and authenticating

models ranging from the earliest products of the late 1940s to classics of the

1980s, such as the 308 GTB, 328 GTS and 288 GTO. 

Christos Vlahos, commercial director of Ferrari's 'Certificazioni Classiche'

department, says that while the cars might be exposed to the occasional

'ding' as a result of being pushed hard in the Shell Historic Challenge and

other events it is an infinitely better way to preserve them than cocooning

them in museum conditions. 

"Campaigning them is by far the best way to ensure their future

because the more cars that are used this way the more support 

the factory can provide in terms of producing components and

maintaining standards of originality. The project is hugely important

for the factory because it protects the brand – if it was left to the

independent operators there would be more and more cars out

there that are not as they should be and, with the huge prices that

some are commanding, that would not be good for anyone." 

With that, Vlahos takes me across to a 1963 330LM resting in the

paddock that is one of just two like it to have been made. 

"This has a similar body to the famous 250GTO but it is a little longer

and has some additional cooling vents. It still belonged to the original

owner until quite recently – he was a Frenchman who used to use it for his

weekly shopping trips.

"Funny really, considering it's worth €10 million..." 8
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There’s still nothing like
seeing, and hearing, 
a grid-full of
historic Ferrari
V12s and V8s
screaming 
off the line.

(Below righjt) Granturismo Chronograph Red Dial, automatic Panerai Calibre 
OP XII, has an Incabloc anti-shock device, a 46 hour power reserve. Within
the 45 mm brushed steel case, the watch function include hours, minutes,
seconds, chronograph with three counters and a tachymeter scale. 

Not like the old days
Although I'm one of those people 

who finds modern F1 racing a bit dull, 

I have to admit that the 2007 season

certainly produced more than its fair

share of exciting moments – but there's

still nothing like seeing, and hearing, 

a grid-full of historic Ferrari V12s and V8s

screaming off the line to make your spine

tingle and that's why the Shell Ferrari

Historic Challenge has simply grown and

grown since its inauguration in 1994 when

only around 25 cars took part.

Now there are five events per season and

11 separate classes that attract grids of 

up to 30 cars per race. The combined value

of the machinery in the paddock at Mugello

was simply mind-boggling – in the tens of

millions (pounds, dollars, Euros, take your

pick) – and the people who own the cars

that compete in the series are among the

world's wealthiest and most important

collectors, such as Harry

Levantis from 

the UK, Carlos Monteverde from Brazil and

Switzerland's Traber brothers.

Cue Panerai
If you think that sounds like a great place

for a luxury watch brand to be seen -

especially one which makes the official

Ferrari watch - you’d clearly be right, so no

wonder Panerai is now backing the series

on both sides of the Atlantic.

"The sponsorship of the series confirms our

desire to continue along the path we've

been following for several years now –

choosing the preservation of tradition and

history as our point of reference," Panerai's

CEO Angelo Bonati told QP.

"This year we have launched eight new

Ferrari watches – four in the Granturismo

collection, two in Scuderia and two special

editions commemorating the 60th anniversary

of the House of Maranello – so backing the

Historic Challenge series has become even

more relevant to us. The people who love

these cars, whether they be owners or

spectators, appreciate heritage and they

appreciate engineering. That means they

understand the significance of Panerai's

link with Ferrari perfectly."

Ferrari 512 BB/LM. 1980.

Ferrari Dino 206. Powered 
by a mid-mounted, 1987cc
V6, driving via a 5 speed
transaxle held in place with
independent, coil suspension.
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Scuderia Chronograph Flyback, automatic Panerai Calibre OP XIX, 30 jewels, 28,800 alterations/hour, 42 hour power reserve. 
The functions include: hours, minutes, seconds, flyback chronograph with two counters, tachymeter scale.

As an occupation, racing other people's
Ferraris is as close to Nirvana as it gets.


